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The Incidence of Mandated MaternityBenefits
By JONATHAN

GRUBER*

I consider the labor-marketeffects of mandates which raise the costs of
employinga demographically
identifiablegroup. The efficiencyof thesepolicies
will be largely dependenton the extent to which their costs are shifted to
group-specific
wages.I studyseveralstate andfederalmandateswhichstipulated
that childbirthbe coveredcomprehensively
in healthinsuranceplans, raisingthe
relativecost of insuringwomenof childbearingage. I find substantialshiftingof
the costs of thesemandatesto the wagesof the targetedgroup.Correspondingly,
I find littleeffecton total laborinputfor that group.(JEL 118,J32, H51)
In an era of tight fiscal budget constraints, mandating employer provision of
workplace benefits to employees is an attractivemeans for a governmentto finance
its policy agenda. Consequently,in recent
years there has been a growthof interest in
mandatedbenefits as a tool of social policy.
For example, the centerpiece of President
Bill Clinton's health-careproposal is mandated employer provision of health insurance, and more than 20 states have mandated some form of maternityleave since
1987.
Aside fromtheir politicalattraction,there
may be an efficiency argument for mandates, relative to public expenditure, as
a means of financing benefit expansions.
As highlighted by Lawrence H. Summers
(1989), publiclyfinancedbenefits requirean
increasein governmentrevenue-raising,with
the resultingdeadweightloss from taxation.
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Mandates,however,are financedby a benefits tax; if employeesvalue the benefit that
they are receiving,then the deadweightloss
from financing that benefit will be lower
than from tax financing.In the limit, with
full valuation of the benefit by employees,
wages will fall to offset the cost of the
benefit to the employer, and there will be
no efficiencycost. In fact, recent research
has suggested that the increased costs of
one workplacemandate,workerscompensation, were largelyshifted to wages with little
effect on employment(JonathanGruberand
Alan B. Krueger,1991).
This efficiency argument, however, may
not apply to a popular type of policy, the
"group-specificmandate,"which mandates
the expansionof benefits for a demographically identifiable group within the workplace.1 In the case of mandates such as
maternity leave, there is likely to be less
scope for the free adjustmentof wages to

'Given the prevalenceof experienceratingin insurance markets,any social insurancemandate may be
group-specific,since differentindividualsmay cost the
employer different amounts. In this paper, I define
group-specificmandatesas those which affect a demographicallyidentifiablegrouponly.It is unclearwhether
the resultscan be extendedto cases in which workers
are distinguishedalong more subtle dimensions.
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of health insurance costs for women of
childbearingage which are accountedfor by
maternitybenefits.
relative wage adjustment within the workI use the CurrentPopulationSurvey(CPS)
place (such as antidiscriminationrules or
to study the extent to which the cost of
workplacerelative-paynorms)which do not
affect the adjustmentof overall workplace these group-specificmandates was shifted
wage levels. Without the ability of relative to the targetedgroup'swages and the effect
wages to adjust, there may be substantial on net labor input. I begin by examining
deadweightloss from these mandates even changes in wages, hours worked, and emif the benefit is valued by that group. Thus, ployment for married women of childin considering the efficacy of these man- bearing age in states which passed these
"maternitymandates,"relative to a set of
dates, a centralconsiderationis whetherthe
cost of the mandate is shifted to the wages controlindividualswithinthe state and relative to similarstates which did not pass this
of the group that benefits.
This paper uses a set of "naturalexperi- legislation. I then assign each worker an
individual-specificcost of the mandate,
ments" to estimate the response of the labor market to a group-specificmandate: which is a function of the age-specificcost
state and federal laws that mandated com- of maternitycoverage, the probabilitythat
prehensivecoveragefor childbirthin health the worker receives insurance on the job,
insurance policies. A commonly accepted and the predicted type of insurancecoverfeature of health insurancebenefits before age that she receives.This allowsme to use
individualvariation in identifying the imthe mid-1970's was limited coverage for
childbirth. Maternity coverage was some- pact of the mandate and to estimate more
times excluded from basic health benefits; precisely the extent of shifting. Finally, I
if included, it was often subject to flat- note that, with the passage of the 1978
federal law, the existingstate laws providea
rate cash amount limits regardless of the
cost of delivery. This differentialcoverage natural set of controls; I exploit this "rewas widely perceived as discriminatory verse experiment" to confirm my earlier
(GeraldineLeshin, 1981; Alan Guttmacher findings. The findings consistently suggest
shiftingof the costs of the mandateson the
Institute, 1987). Many states responded to
this perception in the 1975-1978 period by order of 100 percent, with little effect on
passinglaws which prohibitedtreatingpreg- net labor input.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section I
nancy differently from "comparable illnesses" in health insurancebenefits. Then, presents some backgroundon health insurin October 1978, the Federal Government ance benefits for maternity in the 1970's
and discusses the economics of a grouppassed the Pregnancy DiscriminationAct
(PDA), which prohibited any differential specific mandatedbenefit. After describing
treatmentof pregnancyin the employment the data and my estimationstrategyin Section II, I estimate the impact of the state
relationship.
mandateson the labor-marketoutcomes of
This set of laws offers two advantagesfor
women of childbearingage (and their husstudying the labor-market impact of a
group-specificmandate. First, they affected bands) in Section III. In Section IV, I study
a readilyidentifiablegroup,women of child- the federal mandate. Section V concludes
bearing age and their husbands (under by discussing the welfare implications of
whose insurance these women may have these findingsand suggestingdirectionsfor
been covered), so that I am able to study future research.
their impactbased on observablecharacterI. Background
istics. Second, they were fairly costly for
these individuals, due both to the wideBefore 1978,health insurancebenefitsfor
spread existence of differential maternity
benefits before 1978 and the large fraction maternitywere generallylimited along two
reflect the valuation of the benefit by the
targeted group, since there are barriersto
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dimensions: either there was no coverage
for pregnancy,or benefits were paid as a
flat lump-sum cash amount, regardless of
the ultimate costs of childbirth.This stood
in contrastto coveragefor commonillnesses
in this era, whichwas fairlycomplete.2During the 1975-1979 period, 23 states passed
laws that outlawed treating pregnancydifferentlyfrom comparableillnesses. This was
also an importantfeature of the 1978 federal legislation, the PDA, which prohibited
discrimination against pregnant women
more broadly. The employer cost of the
state (and later federal) mandates depends
on two factors: the extent of differential
coveragebefore these laws and the cost of
its removal.
A. TheExtentof DifferentialCoverage
There are two previous estimates of the
extent of differentialcoveragefor maternity
benefits in this era. Dorothy R. Kittner
(1978) used a 1976 Labor Departmentsurvey of health insuranceplans to show that,
while over 90 percent of plans included
maternitybenefits, nearly 60 percent of the
plans provided less generous benefits for
childbirththan for other disabilities.However, the Health Insurance Association of
America (1978) used data from a surveyof
new group health insurancepolicies written
in early 1978 to estimate that only 52 percent of employees had any coverage for
maternity.Both of these estimatesare problematic: Kittner's only includes firms with
more than 26 employees and does not include informationon dependent coverage;
the Health InsuranceAssociationof America looks only at new policies, which may
have been supplementaryto existing policies (and thereforeless generous),and does
not focus on women of childbearingage.
To obtain more accurateestimates, I use
the 1977 National Medical Care Expendi2Thisdifferentialcoveragemay have been a natural
responseto problemsof adverseselectionin the timing
of pregnancy.Arleen Leibowitz(1990)findsthat fertility rates of women with first-dollarcoverage were
29-percenthigherthan those with some coinsurancein
the RAND Health InsuranceExperiment.
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ture Survey(NMCES),which collected data
on demographicsand health insurancecoverage for a nationallyrepresentativesample
of more than 40,000 individuals.While this
surveywas completed before the PDA was
put in place, many states had passed their
own maternitymandatesby 1977,so that my
calculations will represent underestimates
of the extent of discriminationin the early
1970's.3
The NMCES contains data on approximately 2,900 females between ages 20 and
40 who were covered throughemploymentbased grouphealth insurance,either in their
own name or through a family member. I
use "hospitalroom and board" and "other
inpatient services" as comparableillnesses
in order to define differential coverage. I
find that about20 percentof women did not
have coverage for maternitybenefits when
they had coverage for either of these comparable illnesses. There were an additional
30 percent of women who receivedless coverage of the physician's"usual, customary,
and reasonable charges" for delivery than
for other services, or received only a flat
lump-sumprovision (less than $250) for a
delivery fee. Thus, at least 50 percent of
women faced either differentialcoverageor
benefits.4
B. TheCostof ExpandingMaternity
Benefits
Estimatingthe cost of the maternitymandates would require informationon the increase in premiums for adding maternity

3The data do not containstate identifiers,so I was
unableto controlfor the effectsof state laws. Regional
controls were not sufficient,due to the widespread
passageof state laws in 1976 and 1977. By January1,
1977,28 percentof the U.S. populationlived in states
that had passed mandates;if all firms in these states
had completelyeradicateddifferentialbenefits by the
time of the survey, then the discriminationfigures
shouldbe multipliedby a factorof 1.39.
4Another33 percentof women did not receive any
major-medicalcoverageof normalpregnanciesin the
presenceof major-medicalcoverageof comparableillnesses.However,it is unclearwhetherthese lawsshould
be construed to require major-medicalcoverage of
normalchildbirth.
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benefits to a group health package, as well
as the cost of increasingthe generosity of
benefitsto the level of comparableillnesses.
This sort of data is difficultto gather because nondifferentialmaternitybenefits are
now mandatednationally.However,as with
all Equal Employment OpportunityCommission legislation, this mandate does not
apply to firms with fewer than 15 employees. I have thus been able to gather informationon the cost of adding maternity
benefits to a small-groupplan by using a
premium-calculationpackage from a national insurer. This program is typical of
salesthat used by a group-health-insurance
person for calculatingpremiumsfor a small
firm:it inputsthe details of the plan and the
demographiccompositionof the workforce
and returnsthe premiumcost.5 For each of
several demographic classifications, I use
this programto observethe increasein premium cost with the addition of maternity
benefitsto a typicalhealth insuranceplan.
Table 1 presents the cost of adding maternity benefits to a group package for six
demographicclassifications,in 1990 dollars,
in 1978 dollars, and as a percentage of
average earnings for each group in 1978.
The 1990 cost was deflatedto 1978 by using
a weighted averageof the detailed CPI for
hospital services and physician services,
where the weights correspondto the fraction of costs in a typical delivery attributable to each.6 The cost for each group
varieswidely as a percentageof wages, from
less than 1 percent to almost 5 percent. To
the extent that there was coveragefor childbirth in health insurance plans before the

mandates but differentialbenefits, the figures in Table 1 will be overestimatesof the
mandates'costs.7
A check on these costs is provided by
comparing them to the expected cost of
childbirth for an employee in these categories. In 1989,the averagecost of a normal
deliverywas $4,334(Health InsuranceAssociation of America,1989);for marriedwomen 20-30 years old, the averageprobability
of havinga child in a year was 17.7 percent
(U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services,1987).The annualexpectedcost of
childbirthfor this group is thus $767. Compared to the additional cost of $984 for
maternity benefits in family coverage for
this age group, this implies an insurance
loadingfactor of 28 percent, which appears
reasonable.8 The high cost of childbirth
meant that this mandatewas an expensive
one for manyinsuredpersons.

5Since much of the insurance price differential across
firm sizes arises from fixed administrative costs, the
incremental cost of maternity benefits should not be
very sensitive to firm size. The fact that maternity
benefits are now mandated nationally for large firms
makes this contention difficult to confirm, although,
within the range of this program, there is no effect of
size differences. My source for this program requested
anonymity.
6These were two-thirds and one-third, respectively
(Health Insurance Association of America, 1989). Unfortunately, the detailed CPI for obstetrics was discontinued in 1978.

7These mandates raised the cost of individual workers due to the widespread existence of experience
rating in insurance policies in this era (see the appendix to Gruber [1992a]).
8Furthermore, the costs in Table 1 will account for
the possibility of a nonnormal delivery; in 1989, cesarean sections cost 66-percent more than normal births
on average (Health Insurance Association of America,
1989). On the other hand, the fertility rate for working
women may be somewhat lower than the average rate
overall. A 28-percent loading factor is approximately
the average for a firm of 50 employees, according to
Congressional Research Service (1988).

C. The Economics of Group-Specific
Mandated Benefits

The advantages and disadvantages of
mandates as tools of social policy are discussed by ThomasG. McGuireand John T.
Montgomery(1982), Summers (1989), and
Gruber (1992b). Summerspresents the efficiencyargumentfor mandates(relative to
publicprovision),notingthat when a benefit
is providedthroughthe workplaceonly, individualswill increase their labor supply in
order to take advantageof it. Thus, mandates are benefit taxes; if employees value
the benefit they are receiving,the increase
in labor supplywill reduce the deadweight
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TABLE 1 -THE COST OF ADDING MATERNITYBENEFITS
TO A HEALTH INSURANCEPACKAGE

Coverage

Demographicgroup

Family
Family
Individual
Individual
Family
Family

20-29-year-oldfemales
30-39-year-oldfemales
20-29-year-oldfemales
30-39-year-oldfemales
20-29-year-oldmales
30-39-year-oldmales

Cost as
percentageof
Annualcost
Annualcost
1978weekly
(1990dollars) (1978 dollars)
earnings
$984
$756
$324
$252
$984
$756

$360
$277
$119
$92
$360
$277

4.6
3.5
1.5
0.9
2.9
1.7

Notes: The sourceof the data is a premium-calculation
programfrom an anonymous
insurancecarrier.The cost was calculatedfor a two-personfirm in Maryland.Maryland was a locationwhich was approximatelyat the midpointof the locationalcost
distribution.The resultsare not sensitiveto variationsin firmsize. Costsare for 1990;
they are deflated to 1978 using a weighted averageof the detailed CPI for hospital
servicesand physicianservices,where the weightsare 2 and 4, respectively.Costs are
normalizedby 1978weeklywagesfromthe May 1978CPS.For singlecoverage,wages
of unmarriedpersons are used; for familycoverage,wages of marriedpersons are
used.

loss of finance. If valuation is full, then
there is no deadweightloss from the mandate.
As I showed in an earlierversion of this
paper (Gruber,1992a),this analysisis readily extended to the case of a group-specific
mandate.9However,there maybe a number
of barriers to full group-specificshifting
which are less importantwhen the benefit is
extendedto everyonein the workplace.Most
obviously,there are antidiscrimination
regulations which prohibit differential pay for
the same job across groups, or which prevent differentialpromotiondecisions by demographic characteristic.'0 Furthermore,

90f course,if there is full valuation,the fact that the
benefit is not part of the existingcompensationpackage implies that there must be a marketfailure in its
provision.In fact, there is a strong a priori argument
for market failures in many cases of group-specific
mandates, such as maternityleave, maternityinsurance, or coveragefor AIDS, due to problemsof adverse selectionin insurancemarkets.
10See Ronald G. Ehrenbergand Robert S. Smith
(1991)for a discussionof U.S. antidiscrimination
legislation, which was in place well before the mid-1970's.
In this discussion, I focus only on laws prohibiting
discriminationin rates of pay or promotion.In fact, if
there are also binding restrictionson relative hiring

workplacenormsthat prohibitdifferentpay
across groupsor union rules about equality
of relative pay may have similar effects to
antidiscrimination
rules. Finally,if the group
that benefitsis disproportionatelycomposed
of workersearningat or near the minimum
wage, there may not be scope for shiftingto
wages.
As Gruber(1992a) shows, these rigidities
can cause mandates to have efficiencyconsequences even in the presence of full valuation, with resulting group-specificdisemployment. Furthermore,the distortion will
be higherthan that whichwould arise if the
group-specificbenefit were financed by a
payroll tax assessed on all workers.This is
because the smaller tax base for a groupspecific mandate will lead to a higher tax
rate for a given level of expenditures,and
the deadweightloss from taxationrises with
the square of the tax rate. As Summers
(1989 p. 182) states, referringto the effects
of these types of impediments,"It is thus
possiblethat mandatedbenefitprogramscan
workagainstthe interestsof those who most

practices,then employersmay be forced to bear the
cost of the mandate.If discriminationrules are only
bindingon the hiringside, then they will not impede
group-specificshiftingin the case of full valuation.
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require the benefit being offered. Publicly
providedbenefits do not drive a wedge between the marginalcosts of hiringdifferent
workersand so do not give rise to a distortion of this kind."
Since the efficiency case for mandates
rests largely on employee valuation which
is reflectedin wage adjustments,the empirical work below will estimate the extent of
group-specificshifting to wages of the cost
of mandatedhealth insurancefor maternity.
If there is not shiftingto wages, then either
the group that benefits does not value the
mandate, or there are impedimentsto the
adjustmentof relative wages to reflect that
valuation. As a result, there may be large
efficiencycosts associated with such a policy.

In consideringthese results, two caveats
are in order.First,I am not studyingwhether
mandatedmaternitybenefits represent sensible social policy, but instead only whether
there appear to be large efficiency costs
from the financingof such policies. In the
conclusion,I will considermore broadlythe
desirabilityof mandated maternity coverage. Second, I have focused purely on efficiency considerations and have ignored
equity considerationsabout the source of
finance of a group-specificmandate. If the
goal of a mandateis not to correcta market
failure, but rather to provide benefits to
some deprived group in society, then full
shifting to wages may not be viewed as a
desirableoutcome. Thus, in consideringthe
resultsthat follow, it is importantto understand the goal of governmentmandate policy: is it to correct a market failure, or to
redirectresourcesacross groups?1"
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particulargroups of individuals(treatment
group). Identifyingthis effect requirescontrolling for any systematic shocks to the
labor-market outcomes of the treatment
group in the experimentalstates that are
correlatedwith, but not due to, the law. I
do so in three ways in the estimationbelow.
First, I include year effects, to capture any
national trends in the earningsof the treatment group. Second, I include state effects,
to controlfor secularearningsdifferencesin
the states that passed the laws and those
that did not. Finally,I include state-by-year
effects, to control for state-specific shocks
over this period which are correlatedwith
the passage of these laws. That is, I compare the treatmentindividualsin the experimental states to a set of control individuals
in those same states and measurethe change
in the treatments' relative outcomes, rela-

The goal of the empiricalwork is to identify the effect of laws passed by certain
states (experimentalstates) which affected

tive to states that did not pass maternity
mandates.The identifyingassumptionof this
"differences-in-differences-in-differences"
(DDD) estimator are fairly weak: it simply
requiresthat there be no contemporaneous
shock that affects the relative outcomes of
the treatmentgroup in the same state-years
as the law.12
The treatmentgrouphere comprisesthose
insuredworkerswho are "at risk" for having a child, or whose health insurancecovers someone who is at risk for having a
child.The controlsare other individualswho
were directly unaffected by the law. However, the CurrentPopulationSurvey(before
May 1979) contained no information on
health insurancecoverage.I am thus unable
to identify exactlythe employees for whom
this was a costly mandate.
I addressthis problemin two ways in the
empirical work below. First, I use as the
treatment group married women of ages
20-40. This groupwill contain the individuals for whom the mandatewas most costly
(accordingto Table 1), marriedwomen of

11For the set of laws under study, the answer appearsto be the former,as theywere partof a largerset
of state insurance-market
regulationswhich appeared
in the 1970's.See Gruber(1992b) for more detail on
these state mandates.

12Thisname derives from the "differences-in-differences"estimatorused, for example,by David Card
(1990). Such estimation,in my context,would include
only state andyear effectsandwouldassumethat there
were no state-specificshocks.

II. Data and Identification Strategy
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childbearingage. My control group is all
individualsover age 40 and single males of
ages 20-40. I exclude single 20-40-year-old
women, as well as 20-40-year-old married
males, who may also be affectedby the laws
if their insurancecovers their wives.13This
"treatment-dummy"
approachhas the virtue
that it is relativelynonparametric.
Second, I use data on insurancecoverage
from other data sets to model the likelihood
that individualswere covered by insurance
and the type of insurancecoveragethat they
receive, and I assign each individuala cost
of the mandate based on these predictions
and the cost data in Table 1. This approach
has the advantagethat I use individualvariation, rather than differences across broad
demographicgroups, to identify the impact
of the law. However,it has the disadvantage
that it imposes strong parametricassumptions. If the functional form for the expected cost of the mandate is incorrect,
then the demographic-group
dummymaybe
a more effective means of capturing the
law's impact. Thus, in the empiricalwork
that follows, I will rely on both the
treatment-groupdummy and the individually parameterizedcost measure.
I examine two sets of law changes in
order to identifythe effect of the maternity
mandates.First, I study severalof the states
that passed the mandatesin the mid-1970's,
comparingthem to similar states that did
not pass mandates. Second, I study the effect of the federal mandate on the states
that had not yet passed maternitymandates,
using the states that had passed mandates
as controls.
I focus on three of the 23 states that
passed maternitymandates before the federal PDA: Illinois, New Jersey, and New

13That is, there are three demographicsubsets of
costly individualsunder the mandate, and the treatment-dummyapproachfocuses on just one (married
women).Approximately56 percentof workingmarried
womenhad insurancefromtheir employersin 1979;as
I will show below, the expectedcost of the mandateis
roughly comparableacross these three groups, as a
fractionof wages. I thereforefocus on marriedwomen
for expositionalease; the effects on the other groups,
as well as the overall treatment effect, is presented
below.
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York (the "experimental" states). The
choice of these three states was motivated
by two considerations. First, all of these
laws went into effect between July 1, 1976,
and January 1, 1977, so that they can be
studied simultaneously,and there is- sufficient time to examine their impact before
the federal law was put into place (October
1978). Second, the data that I use to study
the labor-marketimpact of these laws, the
May Current Population Survey, did not
identify all states separately before May
1977, but rather grouped some states into
regionalclassifications.Thus, I can only use
those states that were identified separately
in the surveybefore 1977.
My set of "nonexperimental"states was
chosen using similar criteria: these states
had to be separately identified in these
CPS's, and they had to be able to capture
any regional shocks to the experimental
states. For Illinois, the control states used
are Ohio and Indiana;for New Jersey and
New York, the controls are Connecticut,
Massachusetts,and North Carolina.14
The data consist of observationson all
individualsin these sets of experimentaland
nonexperimentallocationsfor two years before the legislation(1974 and 1975) and for
two years after the legislation (1977 and
(1978).Because I use the MayCPS,the 1978
surveycollects data frombefore the passage
of the federal law. The means of the data
are presented in the left-hand panel of
Table 2, for the experimental states and
the nonexperimentals(both for the "before"
yearsand for the "after"years),for all wageearners.15

14Pennsylvania could not be used as a "midAtlantic"control because it implementedbroad antisex-discriminationinsuranceregulationsduring 1977,
whichincludeda "maternitymandate."NorthCarolina
is included as a control in order to avoid comparing
New York and New Jerseysolely to New England;the
resultsare similarif North Carolinais excluded.
'5Hourlywages are in 1978 dollars. I exclude any
individualswho report earning less than $1/hour or
more than $100/hour in 1978 dollars. I also exclude
anypersonsless than20 yearsold or older than65, and
I likewise exclude the self-employed.The means are
unweighted.
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TABLE 2-MEANS

FOR ALL WAGE-EARNERS

State laws
Nonexperimental
states

629

Federal PDA
Experimental
states

Nonexperimental
states

Experimental
states

Before
law

After
law

Before
law

After
law

Before
law

After
law

Before
law

After
law

Percentage female

41.4
[49.3]

43.9
[49.6]

41.4
[49.3]

43.1
[49.5]

44.4
[49.7]

45.6
[49.8]

44.5
[49.7]

45.8
[49.8]

Average age

38.1
[12.6]

37.6
[12.5]

38.9
[12.6]

38.4
[12.6]

37.6
[12.7]

37.5
[12.4]

37.5
[12.7]

37.2
[12.4]

Percentage married

75.0
[43.3]

70.8
[45.5]

71.6
[45.1]

67.9
[46.7]

65.7
[47.5]

63.8
[48.1]

70.0
[45.8]

67.0
[47.0]

Percentage nonwhite

8.8
[28.3]

9.2
[28.9]

10.2
[30.3]

12.0
[32.5]

12.3
[32.8]

13.5
[34.2]

10.9
[31.2]

11.2
[31.4]

Variable

Average education

12.1
[2.87]

12.3
[2.81]

12.4
[2.94]

12.7
[2.88]

12.5
[3.04]

12.7
[2.99]

12.3
[2.97]

12.6
[2.88]

Average hourly wage

5.68
[3.31]

5.59
[3.16]

6.61
[3.98]

6.40
[3.62]

6.33
[4.02]

5.88
[3.74]

5.80
[3.81]

5.49
[3.63]

Percentage union

27.0
[44.4]

26.8
[44.3]

33.4
[47.2]

33.8
[47.3]

Percentage
manufacturing

36.5
[48.2]

35.3
[47.8]

28.5
[45.1]

26.6
[44.2]

25.1
[43.3]

23.9
[42.6]

23.6
[42.5]

22.6
[41.8]

Percentage services

29.7
[47.2]

31.5
[46.5]

35.3
[47.8]

37.3
[48.4]

41.4
[49.3]

42.6
[49.4]

39.9
[49.0]

40.9
[49.2]

Weekly cost of
mandate

4.01
[1.68]

3.87
[1.65]

3.92
[1.66]

3.85
[1.63]

3.64
[1.59]

3.56
[1.58]

3.71
[1.60]

3.64
[1.59]

Cost/wages

0.020
[0.010]

0.020
[0.010]

0.018
[0.009]

0.018
[0.010]

0.019
[0.012]

0.021
[0.013]

0.021
[0.013]

0.022
[0.013]

N:

9,954

10,180

10,597

10,636

41,772

45,332

48,713

59,647

Notes: Numbers in square brackets are standard deviations. Observations with wages below $1/hour or above
$100/hour are dropped, as are individuals younger than 20 or older than 65 and the self-employed. See text for
definitions of experimental and nonexperimental states and for definitions of before and after years.

There are not many striking differences
acrossthe groupsof states:the experimental
states have higher wages, are more unionized, and are less manufacturing-oriented.
Differences in unionization and industry
distribution,as well as systematicwage differences across locations, are controlledfor
in the estimation. Overall,wages fell more
in the experimentalstates than in the nonexperimental states; below, I will assess
whetherthe maternitymandatesplayed any
role in this relativefall.
The federal legislationprovidesa distinct
opportunityto study the impactsof increasing the costs of health insurance coverage
for maternity.In this case, the states that
had alreadypassed maternitymandatesare

the nonexperimentals,and those that had
not are the experimentals.The advantageof
this "experiment"is that by this later date
the CPS was identifying all states separately, so that I am able to use as control
states all those states that had passed laws
by January1, 1977(12 states), and as experimentals all states that did not pass laws
before 1979 (28 states).16These states are
more broadlyrepresentativeof the country

16The controls are Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Tennessee, and Wisconsin. The experimen-
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as a whole, which should help to overcome
any problemsinducedby using three (somewhat similar)states as experimentalsin the
earlier estimation.The disadvantageis that
the PDA was more expansivethan the state
mandates, covering the entire employment
relationship,rather than just health benefits. Thus, there may have been some effect
on the cost of employingwomen of childbearing age in the nonexperimentalstates
as well.17Nevertheless,health-insuranceindustry representatives estimated that the
effects on health benefit plans would represent two-thirdsof the cost of implementing
the PDA (CommerceClearingHouse, 1978).
To the extent that the net cost difference
across these two sets of states represents
the health insurance requirementsof the
law only, the shifting estimates should be
comparable to those from the first (state
mandates)strategy.
I use the 1978 and 1979 (before), and
1981 and 1982 (after) March CPS to study
the impact of the federal law. The March
data differ from the May data used earlier
in that the earnings and labor-marketdata
are retrospective; that is, individuals are
asked for their annual earnings, weeks
worked, and usual hours per week in the
previousyear.18 The means for the federal
law change are presented in the right-hand
panel of Table 2. Once again, the two sets

tals are Alabama, Alaska, Delaware, the District of
Columbia,Indiana,Kentucky,Louisiana,Maine, Massachusetts,Mississippi,Missouri,Montana,Nebraska,
New Hampshire,New Mexico,North Carolina,North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota,Texas, Utah, Vermont,Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming.Connecticutwas
excluded in this part of the study because the state
mandatedbenefitnondiscrimination
rulesfor all groups
in 1979.
17For example,anothermajorcost of the PDA was
the requirementthat firmsofferingdisabilitycoverage
extend that coverageto includepregnancy.
'8Thus, the actual labor-marketdata come from
1977, 1978,1980,and 1981.The use of the MarchCPS
was dictatedby the fact that, startingin 1979,the May
CPS only askedearningsinformationof one-quarterof
the sample.The MarchCPS also does not reportdata
on union status.
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of states are fairly similar:in this case, the
experimental states have slightly lower
wages and are less manufacturing-oriented.
III. The Labor-MarketImpact
of the State Laws

A. DDD Estimation

Table 3 illustratesDDD estimationof the
effect of the maternitymandateson wages.
The top panel comparesthe changein wages
for 20-40-year-old married women in the
states that passed the laws to the change for
20-40-year-oldmarriedwomen in the nonexperimentalstates. Each cell contains the
mean average real wage for the group labeled on the axes, along with the standard
errorand the numberof observations.There
was a 3.4-percentfall in the real wages of
women in the experimentalstates over this
period, compared to a 2.8-percent rise in
the real wages of women in other states.
Thus, there was a (significant)6.2-percent
relativefall in the wages of women of childbearingage in states that passed these laws;
this is the differences-in-differencesestimate of the law's impact.This figure seems
somewhatlarge given the magnitudeof the
costs identifiedin Table 1.
However, if there was a distinct labormarketshockto the experimentalstates over
this period, this estimate does not identify
the impactof the law. I examinethis in the
bottom panel of Table 3, where I perform
the same exercise for the control group, all
those older than 40 and single males ages
20-40. For that group, I do find a fall in
wages in the experimentalstates, relativeto
the other states, of 0.8 percent. Although
not significant,this suggests that it may be
importantto controlfor state-specificshocks
in estimatingthe impactof the law.
Taking the difference between the two
panels of Table 3, there is a 5.4-percentfall
in the relativewages of 20-40-year-oldmarried women in the states that passed the
laws, compared to the change in relative
wages in the nonexperimentalstates. This
statisticallysignificantDDD estimate provides some evidence that the cost of
a group-specific mandate is borne by
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membersof that group. However, its interpretationis problematic,since there may be
importantvariationin the effect of the law
within the set of married 20-40-year-old
women; for example, only some of these
women will have insuranceon the job. This
source of variationwill be exploited below,
where I build individual-specificmeasures
of the impact of the law. First, however, I
discuss how the analysisof Table 3 can be
expressedwithin a regressionframework.
B. RegressionFrameworkfor DDD
Estimation

The samplingvariance of the DDD estimate in Table 3 can be reduced by moving
to a regressionframework,which allows me
to control for other observablesthat affect
the outcome variables of interest. The regressionequationhas the followingform:
(1)

Wij =t

+ (3Xijt +

P27t +

+? 14TREATi+

338

135(8] X rt)

+ 16(rt

x TREATi)

+? 7(8]

x

+f38(1X

TREATi)
tt xxTREATi).

In this equation, i indexes individuals,j
indexes states (1 if experimentalstate, 0 if
nonexperimental),and t indexes years (1 if
after the law, 0 if before). W is the log real
hourly wage, X is a vector of observable
characteristics, SJis a fixed state effect, rt is
a fixedyear effect, and TREAT is a dummy
for treatment group (1 if treatment, 0 if
control).
The analogyof this regressionto Table 3
is straightforward.The fixed effects control
for the time-series changes in wages (/02),
the time-invariant characteristics of the
experimental states (/03), and the timeinvariant characteristicsof the treatment
group (/04). The second-level interactions
control for changes over time in the experimental states (/35), changes over time for
the treatment group nationwide (/36), and
time-invariantcharacteristicsof the treatment group in the experimentalstates (37).
The third-levelinteraction(/38) capturesall
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variationin wages specificto the treatments
(relative to controls) in the experimental
states (relative to the nonexperimentals)in
the years after the law (relative to before
the law). This is the DDD estimate of the
extent of shiftingof the cost of the mandate
to group-specificwages. The set of demographiccovariatesused includes education,
experience and its square, sex, marital status, a marital-statusX sex interaction, a
dummy for nonwhite, a dummy for union
status,dummiesfor 15 majorindustries,and
separateyear dummiesfor 1974 and 1978.
The first row of Table 4 presents the
estimatesof the third-levelinteractionfrom
(1), 88. The coefficientindicates that wages
fell by 4.3 percent for the treatmentgroup;
it is marginallystatisticallysignificant.While
this is slightly smaller than the estimate
from Table 3, the standarderror has been
reduced as well, so that the significanceis
approximatelythe same. The fact that introducing the other covariatesdid not have a
sizeable impact on this coefficient is comforting, given the experimentalinterpretation of the estimate.19
The next two columnsof Table 4 examine
the effects of this mandateon hoursof work
and probabilityof employment.If this benefit is fully valued, on average,by workersin
the treatment group, there should be no
change in their net labor input. However,
even with full valuation on average, it is
possible that the mandate could affect the
composition

of labor input. This mandate

representsan increase in the fixed costs of
employmentand is thus more costly (as a

19The other coefficients in the regression are of
their expected signs and magnitudes. There is a 1.2percent fall in wages for the within-state control group.
This suggests that the experimental states, on average,
saw a negative shock over this period. Alternatively,
the mandate itself could be causing this fall for the
control group, if the groups are complements or if
there is cross-subsidization across groups due to relative pay restrictions. However, given the findings of
substantial shifting to group-specific wages, such
spillover seems unlikely. The full set of coefficients are
reported in Gruber (1992a).
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ESTIMATES
OFTHEIMPACrOFSTATEMANDATES
ONHOURLYWAGES

Location/year

Before law After law Time difference
change
change
for location

A. TreatmentIndividuals: Married Women, 20 - 40 Years Old:

Experimentalstates

1.547
(0.012)
[1,400]

1.513
(0.012)
[1,496]

-0.034
(0.017)

Nonexperimentalstates

1.369
(0.010)
[1,480]

1.397
(0.010)
[1,640]

0.028
(0.014)

Locationdifferenceat a point in time:

0.178

0.116

(0.016)

(0.015)

Difference-in-difference:

- 0.062
(0.022)

B. Control Group: Over 40 and Single Males 20 - 40:
Experimental states

Nonexperimental states

Locationdifferenceat a point in time:

1.759

1.748

(0.007)

(0.007)

[5,624]

[5,407]

1.630

1.627

(0.007)

(0.007)

[4,959]

[4,928]

0.129

0.121

(0.010)

(0.010)

Difference-in-difference:

- 0.008:
(0.014)

DDD:

-0.054

-0.011

(0.010)
- 0.003

(0.010)

(0.026)
Notes: Cells contain mean log hourlywage for the group identified.Standarderrors
are given in parentfeses; sample sizes are given in square brackets. Years before/after

law change, and experimental/nonexperimental
states, are defined in the text. Difference-in-difference-in-difference
(DDD) is the difference-in-differencefrom the
upperpanel minusthat in the lowerpanel.

fraction of labor payments) for low-hours
employees. If employers are able to lower
each worker'swages by the lump-sumcost
of the mandate,then neither hours nor employment should change. However, if employers are not able to implement a percentage reduction in pay that is inversely
proportional to hours worked, then parttime workerswill become more expensive.
Employers may thus react by increasing
hours and lowering employment, reducing

the cost per hour of the mandate while
leaving total labor input unchanged.
Of course, if the wage offset is lower for
low-hoursworkers,workerswill demandthe
opposite outcome; there will be increasing
demand for part-time work, with hours
fallingand employmentincreasing.Furthermore, since part-timeworkersmay be more
readilyexcludedfrom health insurancecoverage, there may also be a countervailing
effect on the employer side, as full-time
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TABLE 4-TREATMENT-DUMMY

Group

RESULTS ACROSS DEMOGRAPHIC

Log
hourly wage

Log
hours/week

Married women, ages 20-40

- 0.043
(0.023)

0.049
(0.022)

Single women, ages 20-40

- 0.042
(0.026)

- 0.014
(0.024)

Married men, ages 20-40

- 0.009
(0.018)

0.030
(0.015)

All treatments

- 0.023
(0.015)

0.027
(0.014)

GROUPS

Employment
(probit)
- 0.047
(0.048)
[-0.016]
- 0.095
(0.064)
[- 0.030]
- 0.139
(0.072)
[- 0.038]
- 0.079
(0.039)
[-0.024]

Percentage
changes in
labor input
1.40
- 5.95
-1.08
- 0.88

Notes: Standard errors are given in parentheses. The coefficient is that on the
third-level interaction in equation (1). The treatment group is the group indicated for
each row. The control group is the same as that for Table 3 (all those older than 40
and single men younger than 40). The number in brackets in the employment column
is the marginal probability (see text). The change in total labor input is the change in
hours at the average-employment/population ratio plus the change in employment in
terms of average hours per employed person. This is then divided by the ratio of
employment to population to get per-worker figures and then divided by average
hours per week for the treatment group to get a percentage change.

employees are replaced with their (uninsured) part-time counterparts.In this case
as well, hours would fall, and employment
would rise.20Thus, the effects on hours and
employmentare uncertain,even if the cost
of the mandate can be shifted to wages on
average.
Table 4 confirms the conclusion of full
shifting, on average, but does show some
compositionalchanges. In the second column, the dependent variable is the log of
weeklyhoursof work;hours rise by a significant 4.9 percent for the treatmentgroup. I
measure employmentby a dummyvariable
which equals 1 if the individualis employed,
and 0 otherwise(unemployedor out of the
laborforce);the employmentregressionsare
run as probits. Table 4 also shows an insignificantfall in employment;it impliesthat
the treatmentssaw a 1.6-percentfall in employment over this period, relative to the

200f course, another option for employers is to drop
insurance coverage altogether. Gruber (1992b) finds
that there was little effect of other expensive statemandated benefits on the propensity of firms to offer
health insurance.

sets of controls.21There is a small net positive effect on total labor input of 0.48 hours
per week per worker;this amountsto a rise
in hours of about 1.4 percent of average
hours per week for the treatment group.22
This is consistentwith the largewage offsets
uncovered in the columns for log hourly
wage and log hours/week.
As mentioned above, marriedwomen represent only one of three groupsof workers
that are potentially affected by these mandates. The costs of employingsingle women
of childbearingage rose as well, as did costs

21This is calculated by using the probit coefficients
to predict the probability of employment as if all individuals in the experimental state/years were treatments, then predicting the probability as if none were
treatments, and taking the average of the differences of
these predictions across individuals.
221 calculate the change in total labor input as the
change in hours at the average employment-to-population ratio plus the change in employment at average
hours per employed person. This is then divided by the
employment-to-population ratio to get per-worker figures.
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of employingmarriedmales, who may cover
their wives in their insurancepolicies. The
effects on these other groups,as well as the
effect on all of these groups together, are
presentedin the remainingrows of Table 4.
There are some differences in the results
acrossgroups:shiftingto wages is small and
insignificantfor marriedmales, and there is
evidenceof a sizable fall in total labor input
for single females, which is of the same
magnitude as the fall in wages for that
group. However, the overall results across
all groups (i.e., from a regressionin which
the treatment dummyis 1 for members of
all of these groups) is consistent with that
for married women only: a decrease in
wages, a rise in hours, and a fall in employment, with an overalllabor input effect that
is small relativeto the wage effect.
The reasons for this differential effect
across the demographicsubgroupsmay be
heterogeneityin the impactof this law across
the groups, due to differentialprobabilities
of insurancecoverage and costs of extending maternityhealth-insurancebenefits. In
the next subsection, I address this heterogeneity by attempting to model the
individual-specificcost of these mandates.23
C. Individual Parameterization of the
Cost of the Mandates

In assessing the cost of these maternity
mandatesfor each individual,one must consider (i) whether the individualis covered
by insurance and whether that insurance
provides differentialmaternitybenefits; (ii)

23

As I discuss in the next subsection, the expected
costs of the mandates across the three groups are
roughly equal. The reason for the much smaller wage
effect for married males is therefore unclear; it may be
that employers perceived the law as having a larger
effect on the cost of employing women for other reasons. In any case, the coefficients across the different
groups are not significantly different from each other,
and the more appropriate test of the effect of the laws
is to use the variation in the cost across individuals,
which I do next. The overall conclusions from the
individually parameterized results below are not sensitive to the exclusion of any one of these three groups
from the analysis.
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whether this coverage is from the individual's own job or is through a family member; (iii) whether the coverage is for the
entire family, or just the individual;24and
(iv) the individual's(or spouse's)age-specific
probabilityof childbearing.Unfortunately,
the CPS does not containinformationabout
insurance coverage during the 1974-1978
period. I have thus calculated predicted
individual-specificcosts, drawing on three
sourcesof data:the estimatesof age-specific
costs from the premiumprogram;data on
the probabilityof insurancecoveragein the
1979 May CPS Pension Supplement; and
data on type of insurance coverage from
the 1977 NMCES. These cost calculations
are described in detail in the appendix to
Gruber (1992a); I will briefly review them
here.
For all individualsover age 40, and for
single males ages 20-40, a cost of zero is
assigned. I divide the remaining 20-40year-olds into three treatment groups: single females, marriedfemales, and married
males. I use the CPS Pension Supplement,
which collects data on employer-provided
insurance,to model the probabilityof insurance coverage as a function of individual
demographics,hours of work, union status,
and industryof employment.Separate predictor regressionsare run for each of the
three groups. I then create an extractfrom
the NMCES of all persons in each of these
three groups who are employed,who have
insuranceon the job, and who are the primaryinsured for their household.For each
group I model the probabilitythat a worker
will have family coverage versus individual
coverageas a functionof demographics,industry, spouse's employment status, and
spouse's industry.

24The premium-pricing program described earlier
assigns a much higher incremental cost of adding maternity benefits to family coverage than to individual
coverage. Presumably, this proxies for differences in
the probability of childbearing. Indeed, the relative
cost difference between the two types of policies is
almost exactly the same as the difference in the relative
probabilities of childbearing between single and married women (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 1987).
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Finally,I use Table 1 to assignage-specific
costs: I take a weighted averageof the costs
of individual and family coverage (where
the weights are the predicted probabilities
of each type of coveragefrom the NMCES)
and multiplyby the predictedprobabilityof
having insurancecoverage on the job. This
yields a predictedweekly cost which varies
by the six 10-year age groupings in Table
1.25 The resultsof this exercise,for all treatment individuals,are presented at the bottom of Table 2. The cost averages$3.91 per
week, which is 1.9 percent of wages on
average;it has a maximumvalue of 28 percent of wages. The average cost is not appreciablydifferentacrossthe experimental/
nonexperimental locations, nor does it
change much over time. The weekly cost is
highest for married males, reflecting both
the high cost for that group from Table 1
and the fact that they are more likely than
marriedfemales to be the primaryinsured.
However, once costs are normalized by
wages, they are roughlyequal for married
men and women, and slightlylower for single women.
Since a fixed-cost-of-employmentmandate is more costly for part-time workers,
the predicted cost should also be normalized by hours worked per week, given that
the probabilityof insurance coverage has
been appropriatelydownweightedfor that
group in the predictor equation. However,
for workerswho reportweeklywages in the
CPS, the hourly wage is calculated as the
weeklywage dividedby hoursworked.Thus,
if there is measurementerror in hours, this
may induce a spuriouscorrelationbetween

25Inan earlierversion of this paper, I also let the
cost vary by single-yearage-specificprobabilitiesof
childbearing.The results were similar;I rely on the
10-yearaveragesbecause this seems to be the level at
whichthe costs of insurancevary.For marriedmales, I
use own age ratherthan wife's age, since this appears
to be the relevantvariablefor the premiumcalculation.
Ideally,I wouldalso controlfor the probabilitythat the
individualhas differentialbenefit coverage;however,I
am not confidentenough in my estimatesof the incidence of differentialbenefits to make this an integral
part of the analysis.This implies that the result may
underestimatethe extent of shifting.
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hourlywage and hourlymandatecost. I will
present resultsbelow both with and without
the normalizationfor hours worked, as the
resultsare sensitiveto the specificationchosen.
The individuallyparameterizedcost measure can be introducedin place of the treatment dummyin equation(4). Since the calculated cost of the mandate is expressedin
dollars, it would be interpreted most
in a levels wage equation,
straightforwardly
rather than the log wage specificationused
earlier. However, since wages are distributedlognormally,a levels wage equation
is potentially misspecified. In a log wage
equation, the linear cost measure estimates
the percentagefall in wages for a one-dollar
increasein cost, whichvariesalongthe wage
distribution.Ideally, this problem could be
solved by normalizingcosts by individual
wages, but this would induce a spurious
negativecorrelationbetween the dependent
and independentvariablesin the wage regression. Instead, I note that the wage
equation can be specified as W = (e8x +

COSTNN)eE,where COSTNN is the individual hourly mandate cost, and

?

is a nor-

mally distributederror term. Takinglogs of
both sides of this equation, one obtains:
log(W)

= log(ePX

+ COSTNN) + E. This

nonlinear model thus has both a normally
distributed error and a directly interpretable coefficient on the individualmandate
cost in dollars.26
To the extent that my estimateof the cost
of the mandate is correct, a coefficient of
-1 on the third-levelinteractionwould in-

26The results are quite similar when the cost is
included linearlyin the log wage regressionand normalizedby averagewages (see Gruber,1992a).I have
also triedenteringhourlycost, not normalizedbywages,
into a linear wage equation:the estimatedthird-level
interactionis - 3.76, with a standarderror of 0.99.
Furthermore,the coefficienton cost (not normalized
by wages) in a log wage regressionshould fall as the
wage rises, since a dollar cost increase represents a
smallerpercentageof wages.This predictionis testable
by cuttingthe sampleby some measureof permanent
income, such as education.In fact, the shiftingcoefficient for workers who did not graduate from high
school is twice that of those who did, although the
estimatesare not significantlydifferentfromeachother.
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COST OF THE MANDATE

Specification

Coefficient

PG8

Shifting (percentage):
N:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv

(v)

Log wage

Log wage
(no hours)

Log wage
(full-time)

Log
hours/week

Employment
(probit)

- 2.140
(0.759)

- 0.028
(0.019)

- 0.037
(0.019)

0.0049
(0.0031)

- 0.027
(0.011)
[-0.022]

214
41,367

109
41,367

156
35,868

41,367

84,305

Notes: All regressions are estimated by nonlinear least squares, as described in the text. Standard errors are given in
parentheses. The mandate cost in columns (ii) and (iii) is not normalized by hours worked; shifting is calculated at
average hours for the treatments. The sample in column (iii) is restricted to those who work at least 35 hours per
week. Column (v) is a probit. Cost is assigned by demographic group average. The number in brackets shows the
change in the probability of employment for a $1 increase in costs.

dicate full shifting to wages. Even if the
level of the estimate is incorrect,however,
so long as I capture the relative costliness

across individualsappropriately,I will gain
efficiencyin estimationover the treatmentdummycase by using individualvariationin
relativecosts.27
D. Individual Parameterization:Results

Table 5 presents the coefficientof interest fromwage regressionswith the individually parameterizedcosts. In column (i), the
cost is normalized by hours worked. The
regressionindicates very sizable shifting to
wages, on the order of 210 percent of the
cost of the mandate.While this coefficientis
significantlydifferentfrom 0, it is not significantlydifferentfrom 1, which would imply
full shiftingto wages.
In column (ii), I remove the normalization of the mandate cost for hours worked.
At the mean hours worked for the treat-

27Using this estimated cost in place of a demographic dummy does introduce more imprecision into
the estimation, since I have predicted the cost from
earlier regression models. This imprecision will not be
appropriately reflected in the standard errors in my
outcome regressions, which will therefore be too small.
However, this problem can be shown to disappear as
the precision of the predictor equations increases; the
predictor equations used fit fairly well, predicting between 73 percent and 85 percent of the cases correctly.

ment group,there is 109 percent shiftingto
wages, but the estimate is not significant.
This reductionin the shiftingcoefficientimplies that the fall in wages was greater for
the low-hoursworkers, since they saw the
greatest increase in predicted costs when
predicted costs were normalized by hours
worked. To the extent that these part-time
workerswere covered by health insurance,
this is a sensible finding, since the hourly
cost of the mandate was highest for them.
However,only 20 percentof individualswho
workedless than 35 hours per week in 1979
were coveredby health insurance(based on
tabulationsfrom the May 1979 CPS). The
predictor equation for the probability of
insurance coverage controls for hours
worked, a dummyfor part-timework, and
interactionsof union status with hours of
work and the part-time dummy;nevertheless, it would be disturbingif these results
were drivensolely by low-hoursworkers.
Thus, in column (iii) of Table 5, I focus
only on full-timeworkers(35 hoursper week
or more); over 75 percent of this group is
coveredby insuranceon the job. Cost is not
normalized by hours worked for full-time
workers, since the noise-to-signal ratio in
hours is presumably quite high for this
group.28The results reveal that the conclu-

28The shifting estimate is similar if cost is normalized.
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sion of group-specificshiftingwas not driven
by low-hoursworkers.The shiftingestimate
for full-time workerslies between the estimates of columns(i) and (ii).
If these estimates are correct, and there
is full shiftingof the cost of this mandateto
the wagesof the treatmentgroup,then there
shouldbe no net effect on laborinput. I test
this in columns (iv) and (v) of Table 5. In
column (iv), the dependent variable is the
log of hours worked, and the cost is not
normalized by average wages or hours.29
The regression reveals a rise in hours
worked by about 0.5 percent of their average level for a $1 increase in cost.
For the cost measure in the employment
regression,I cannot predictindividualprobabilities of insurance coverage or type of
coverage, since I cannot measure industry
of employment or hours worked for the
unemployed.I thus assign each individual
the averageprobabilityof insurancecoverage and the averageprobabilityof family/
individual coverage for his or her demographic group (single females, married females, and married males). That is, I assume that if nonemployedindividualswere
employed,they would face the same probabilities of insurance coverage and buy the
same type of insurance as their demographiccounterpartswho are employed.As
before, the employmentregressionis run as
a probit.
As column(v) of Table 5 shows,there is a
significantfall in employmentfor the treatment group. The probit coefficient implies
that a $1 increase in cost would lead to a
0.22-percent fall in probabilityof employment.30Taken together with the hours co-

29Whilenormalizingby hoursis once againtheoretically appropriate,it would induce a spuriousnegative
correlationbetween predictedcost and hoursworked.
Furthermore,the predictorequationfor the probability
of insurancecoverageused here does not control for
hoursworked,since this would induce a spuriouspositive correlation.
30This is calculated similarlyto the earlier case:
predictedemploymentis calculatedat averagecost and
at averagecost plus one dollarfor the treatmentgroup
in the experimentalstate/years; the averagedifference
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efficient, this implies a rise in total labor
input per workerof 0.63 percent of its average value for a 100-percentrise in cost. This
can be contrastedto the estimateof a fall in
wages of 4.7 percent of their averagevalue.
Thus, the estimated effect on net labor input is small, which confirmsthe conclusion
of substantialshiftingto wages.31
IV. The Federal Experiment

Tables 4 and 5 find extensive shifting of
the cost of the maternity mandates to
group-specificwages, both in a relatively
unrestrictivetreatment-group-dummy
model
and in a moreparametricspecificationwhich
tried to capture individualvariation in the
cost of the mandates. However, these results emergedfromthe analysisof only three
experiments,using a select set of control
states. This suggeststhe desirabilityof finding an exampleof a group-specificmandate
that affected a broaderrange of states. The
federal PDA of 1978 provides such an example.
The federal law can be studiedwithin the
same regressionframeworkused above,with
the exceptions that there are no data on
union status and that the year dummies
are now for 1978 and 1981. These results

in predicted probabilityof employmentacross treatment individualsgivesthe effectsof a dollarincreasein
costs.
311 have also performedtwo specificationchecks to
assess the robustnessof this result. First, I assessed
whetherone of the law changeswas drivingthe results,
by runningthe regressionseparatelyby state, relative
to the regionalcontrols.While I found strongerresults
for New York and weakerresults for New Jersey,the
resultwas not drivenby any one state'sexperience;the
shiftingestimatewas significantat the 10-percentlevel
even if New York was excluded.In all cases the net
labor-inputeffect was very small relative to the wage
effect, confirmingthe conclusionof full shifting.Second, in an attempt to include more detailed controls
for industry-specificshocks which may be drivingthe
results,I allowedthe industrydummiesto varyby state
and year. This is a very general specification,which
allowsfor state-specific,year-specific,and statexyearspecific shocks by industry.Nevertheless,the shifting
estimate is virtuallyidentical to that in column (i) of
Table 5. These resultsare reportedin Gruber(1992a).
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TABLE 6-FURTHER

RESULTS-FEDERAL
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EXPERIMENT

Specification
(i)

(ii

(iii)

(iv

(v)

(vi)

Demographic
group/treatment

Logwage Logwage
Log
Employment Changein total
Logwage (no hours) (full-time) hours/week
(probit)
laborinput

Married women, ages 20-40

- 0.021

0.0012

(0.012)

(0.0098)

Singlewomen,ages 20-40

- 0.014
(0.014)

0.0157
(0.0101)

Married men, ages 20-40

- 0.008

- 0.018

- 0.0071

(0.028)
[- 0.0055]

- 0.0008

(0.0012)

(0.0073)

All treatments

- 0.0014
(0.0009)

0.0032
(0.0064)

Individual parameterization

- 0.587

(0.412)
Shifting(percentage):

59

- 0.023

(0.010)
90

- 0.017

(0.010)

- 0.0002

(0.0015)

0.0184
(0.0374)
[0.0050]
0.0020

(0.0046)
[0.0005]
0.0001
(0.0233)
[0.00004]
0.0007

0.0219
- 0.0003

0.0033
- 0.0005

(0.0068)
[0.00005]

75

Notes: The coefficientis p8 in equation(1). Standarderrorsare givenin parentheses.In column(v), the numberin

bracketsinterpretsthe probitcoefficientfor employment,by calculatingthe change in probabilityof employment
for a $1 increasein the cost of the mandate.Changein total laborinput is the changein total hoursper week per
workerfor a 100-percentrise in the cost of the mandate.It is calculatedby addingthe changein hoursat average
employmentto the changein employmentat averagehours,for a $1 rise in cost, for the relevanttreatmentgroup.
This is then dividedby averagelabor input (hours times employment/populationratio) for the treatmentgroup
(and multipliedby cost per week in the parameterizedcost case) to get the percentagechangein laborinput for a
100-percentrise in the dollarcost.

are reported in Table 6. The first row repeats the estimationusing the demographic
dummy,which is once again equal to 1 for
marriedwomen aged 20-40, and 0 for all
others (excluding married 20-40-year-old
males and single 20-40-year-old women).
There is evidence of shifting to wages, although the magnitudeis approximatelyhalf
that of the earlier regressions and is only
significantat the 10-percentlevel. There is
also an increase in hours and a fall in employment, as before, although neither the
hours nor the employmentcoefficient is as
large as the respectivestandarderrors.The
net effect on labor input is approximately
zero. Thus, once again one finds a fall in
group-specificwages with no effect on net
labor input.
The next three rows of Table 6 examine
the other demographicgroups. The wage
results for both single women and married
men are weaker than those for married

women, although in no case are the estimates significantlydifferentfromeach other.
The overall treatment effect is about twothirds the size of the effect for married
women only. The labor-input results are
once again mixed; overall, there is a small
rise in hours and no effect on employment.
As above, moving to the individuallyparameterized cost yields further variation
which can be used to pin down the extent of
shifting to wages more precisely.The individuallyparameterizedcost is calculated in
the same way as for the state laws, and this
is presentedat the bottom of the right-hand
side panel of Table 2.32 The results are
quite similar to those from the state laws,

32Theonly differenceis that the predictorequations
now no longerincludecontrolsfor union statusand its
interactionwith hoursworkedand part-timestatus.
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with the cost averagingabout 2 percent of
wages.
The regressionresults using the individually parameterized costs are reported in
Table 6; the same nonlinear specification
describedearlier is used. In column (i) the
cost is normalizedby hours worked, and in
column (ii) it is not normalized.Here, the
results are reversedfrom the previouscase;
the shifting estimate is higher and more
significant when cost is not normalized.
When cost is normalizedby hours, the estimate indicates 60-percent shifting, but the
estimate is insignificant. When it is not
normalized, the shifting estimate rises to
90 percent, once again indicating approximatelyfull shiftingto wages, and it is statisticallysignificant.
One reason for the worse results when
cost is normalized by hours could be the
fact that hours per week in the MarchCPS
are for the previousyear, while in the May
survey they are the usual hours per week
workedcurrently.The May measuremaybe
a less noisy proxy for actual hours, which
makes the estimate of cost per hour more
precise and reduces the problemsthat arise
from dividingboth the dependent and independent variablesby hours. To addressthis
point, as well as to reduce the possible
spuriousinfluenceof low-hoursworkerswho
are not coveredby health insurance,I focus
only on individualswho worked 35 hours
per week or more in column (iii). The nonnormalized estimate is similar for this restricted sample, and it indicates shifting of
about 75 percent of the cost of the mandate; it is significantat the 10-percentlevel.
The fifth row of Table 6 reports laborinput resultsfor the individuallyparameterized costs. Here, the results are the opposite of those uncoveredearlier;there is now
a fall in hours and a rise in employment.
However,both the hours coefficientand the
employmentcoefficient are completely insignificant,and there is no net effect on
labor input. This confirms the conclusion
that, on average, the cost of the mandate
was fully shifted to wages.33
33I have also performedthe two specificationchecks
described above for the federal law change. First, I
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V. Conclusions

Mandated employer provision of employee benefitsis a topic of increasinginterest in Americatoday, and many of the proposed mandates are group-specific ones.
When there is a marketfailurein the provision of a particularbenefit, a mandate may
be an efficientmeans of correctingthe failure. By exploiting the fact that employees
value the benefit that they are receiving,
mandates act as a benefits tax, and can (in
the limit) be as efficient as lump-sum financingof the benefit expansion.However,
this argumentrests cruciallyon the ability
of wages to adjustfreely to reflect employee
valuation of the mandated benefit; in the
case of group-specificmandates,there may
be a number of impedimentsto such free
adjustmentof relativewages.
The evidence in this paper supportsthe
contention that there will be group-specific
shifting of the costs of mandates such as
comprehensive health insurance coverage
for maternity.This findingwas robust to a
variety of different specificationsof the effect of these maternitymandates.The fact
that the wages of women of childbearing
age and their husbandswere free to reflect
the valuationof these benefits suggeststhat
group-specificmandates do not change the
relativecost of employingthe targetedgroup
of workers.This is an importantprecondition for arguingthat mandates are an efficient tool of social policy.
It is importantto highlightthat this paper
focused only on the efficiencycase for mandates as a tool of public policy. In fact,
there are at least two equity arguments

reranthe regressionswithineach of four regionsof the
country:the Northeast, the Midwest,the South, and
the West. Within each region, there was evidence of
wage offsets, with the shifting estimates (from the
regressionsin which cost is not normalizedby hours)
rangingfrom56 percentto 122percent.However,none
of the estimateswas individuallystatisticallysignificant,
and none was significantlydifferentfrom any of the
others.Second,I controlledfor industry-specific
shocks
by once again includingindustry-by-area-by-year
controls. As with the earlier state laws, this had no effect
on the coefficientof interest.
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against mandates. First, the goal of the
mandate may be to redistributeresources
toward a certain group in society. In this
case, group-specificshiftingof the costs of a
mandate undoes this redistributivepolicy.
Second, mandatesmay be relativelyregressive policies for financing benefit expansions. As Rodrigo Vergara (1990) shows, a
tax on all labor which finances a benefit
expansionwill be more progressivethan a
mandate if the distribution of income is
sufficientlyunequal.
Furthermore,the case of maternityhealth
benefits may illustrate how correctingone
market failure can serve to exacerbate another. Health economists have shown that
full insurance may lead to large welfare
losses throughthe overutilizationof medical
resources (Martin S. Feldstein, 1973). Indeed, it is interestingto note that the number of cesarean births per 1,000 population
doubled from 1975 to 1981 and that cesarean sections are now the second most
frequentlyperformedsurgicalprocedurein
the country (Health InsuranceAssociation
of America, 1989; U.S. Department of
Commerce,1990). More researchis needed
on the effects of increased coverage for
maternityafter the mid-1970'son the costs
of childbirth. Did full insurance coverage
lead to more costly treatmentof the complications of childbirth?
Finally,this analysishas focused solely on
the financing of expansions of insurance
coverageand has ignoredthe potentialbenefits of mandates. If expanded coverage of
maternitydid lead to a change in the style
of treatment of childbirth, this may have
had beneficial effects on birth outcomes.
Similarly,if maternity-leaveprovisions increase the continuityof labor-forceparticipation of women, there could be important
gains in terms of reducing workplace inequality.There have also been almost 1,000
other mandated benefits at the state level
which are similar to these maternitymandates; that is, they dictate the inclusion of
minimumlevels of certain benefits in existing health insuranceplans. Some mandates,
such as mental illness and alcoholismtreatment, may have substantial"offset" effects
in terms of reducing medical expenditures
in other parts of the health-care system
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(McGuireand Montgomery,1982). If these
benefits can be estimated, they could be
weighed against the wage costs to employees in evaluatingthe efficacyof futureworkplace benefit expansions.
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